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Atomium

°it's a large statue of an atom

° inside is an elevator to get up at the top

° there is a light show in some atom balls

° our opinion

° it's a cool place to visit as a teenager

° 8 / 10



Chocolate factory

●We first learned about the history of the cocoa, 

Spain played a really important role on it.

●We learnt about all the materials that ancient 

people used to make chocolate.

●Therefore, we saw some different types of 

chocolate that exist and we tasted them.

●Finally we saw someone doing the chocolate and 

we tried it too and it was delicious.

●We recommend it to people of all ages and our 

rate is 9/10.
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EU Parlament

●On monday we met the other countries at the EU 

parliament.

●The EUParliament is a prliament where 

represenntatives meet and discuss what is best 

for the EU and the countries in it.



What we do

●First we had to go through securityc and had to 

put on masks. Then we met Jannes and he held a 

presentation on the EU. It lasted for 45 minutes. 

After he was done we visited the Room of 

Parliament and the saw where the politicians 

discuss EU matters. He told us about the room 

and we took some pictures. We drank some water 

from a water dispenser and left the parliament.



What we think

●We do not think the EU parliament is very good 

for young people, it was much information at once 

and it was hard to keep track of everything he 

said.

●For people who are interested in the EU and 

much information about it, it might be exciting to 

go to the parliament. We give the parliament a 3 

out of 10. Because it was not made for teenagers, 

but for older pople who are interested in this.



Parliament

●27 states

●


